Chapter 13

Blood Banking Procedures
Donor selection
A careful selection of the donors can save time and money wasted
on collection and subsequent testing in the lab. The objective is
to collect blood from the donors who are at a low risk of
transmitting infection and who are unlikely to compromise their
own health by donating blood.
1. The donor should appear to be in good health. Those with
acute illnesses like nausea vomiting, headache, cough flue
etc. should be temporarily deferred.
2. Males and females between 18-60 years with good health
can donate blood.
3. The donor should weigh at least 50 kg.
4. The interval between two donations from a single donor
should not be less than three months.
5. The donor’s haemoglobin should
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be above 12.0 g/dL for
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the females and 12.5 g/dL for the males.
6. The blood pressure of the donor should be: systolic 100140 and diastolic 60-90.
7. The pulse rate should be 50-100 per minute and the
temperature should be normal.
8. There is a long list of medical conditions that render the
donors unfit. The most significant disorders include
Hepatitis B or C, tuberculosis, epilepsy, polycythaemia
vera, gonorrhoea, and syphilis.

Bleeding of donors
1. Once selected a written informed consent should be
obtained from the donor.
2. The blood bags are available in 250 and 500 ml sizes. Each
size is available as single double or triple bag. Single bags
are used for whole blood, double bags for packed red cells
and

fresh

frozen

plasma,

and

triple

bags

are

for

preparation of platelet concentrates or cryoprecipitate.
Since the patients of thalassaemia require packed red cells
the blood should be collected in double bags. The
separated plasma can be used elsewhere.
3. The donor should be lying down comfortably on a couch
without a pillow.
4. Label the blood bag with the donor identification data and
place it at a level well below the donor. An agitating device
with a weighing machine may be used to monitor the
amount of blood drawn.
5. Apply a blood pressure cuff on the arm to be bled. Inflate
the cuff at 50-60 mm Hg.
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6. Select an appropriate ante-cubital vein and clean the area
with an alcohol swab.
7. Carefully puncture the vein to ensure free flow of blood in
to the blood bag. In case of double puncture of the vein the
needle should be withdrawn and the puncture site should
be firmly pressed for a couple of minutes to avoid any
haematoma formation. A fresh puncture may be attempted
on the opposite arm.
8. Gently mix the blood in the bag every 30 seconds.
9. The bleeding should take 8-10 minutes for a 500 ml bag.
10.Approximate weight of 250 ml blood is 265 g and the 500
ml bag weighs about 530 g.
11.When the bleeding is finished clamp the tube. Before
withdrawing the needle collect 5-6 ml blood in a separate
sample tube for the lab testing.
12.Carefully withdraw the needle and place a sterile cotton
swab on the puncture site. Ask the donor to firmly press
the puncture site for at least a couple of minutes with the
arm in a raised position.
13.The donor should remain lying for at least 20 minutes after
the bleeding.
14.The donor may be allowed to go home with instructions to
watch

for

dizziness

or

fainting.

He/she

should

be

encouraged to take extra fluids for the next four hours.
15. Anxiety and hyperventilation are not uncommon during

blood donation. Reassurance is usually enough to treat
mild case but if it persists the donation may have to be
stopped. Occasionally the donor may faint or even fall
unconscious. The donation should be stopped if it occurs
during the bleeding and the needle should be withdrawn.
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Fainting may also occur after the donation. The individual
should be laid on a couch and the foot end should be raised.
It is usually self-limiting and the individual should be
reassured.

Donor Screening
The minimum requirement for the donor blood screening before
transfusion includes testing for:
1. Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg).
2. Anti HCV antibodies.
3. Anti HIV antibodies.
Additional donor screening may include testing for:
4. Syphilis.
5. Malaria.
6. Dengue.
The screening methods include:
1. Chemiluminescence assay.
2. Enzyme linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA).
3. Particle agglutination method.
4. Rapid diagnostic testing (RDT).
5. Nucleic acid testing (NAT).

Chemiluminescence assay
This is the most sensitive method but is expensive. It is
recommended for the labs that process at least 250 donations per
month. The tests can be done on automated or semi-automated
analysers.
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Enzyme linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA)
ELISA is a relatively less sensitive and cheaper screening method
that may be done on auto-analysers or by semi-automated
analysers. It is recommended for the low budget labs that process
at least 250 donations per month.

Particle agglutination method
The particle agglutination methods are not sensitive enough to
detect all transfusion transmitted infections. These are not
recommended for the routine donor screening. These may be
used with caution in the labs with small workload or when blood
is urgently required.

Rapid diagnostic testing (RDT)
The rapid diagnostic testing (RDT) devices are also not sensitive
enough to detect all transfusion transmitted infections. The RDT
is not recommended for the routine donor screening because it
gives up to 10% false negative results. These may be used but
with caution in small labs or in urgent situations.

Nucleic acid testing (NAT)
The nucleic acid testing (NAT) of donors is a relatively new
concept in blood banking. The donor plasma is tested by PCR for
the presence of DNA or RNA of the infectious agents. Theoretically
these methods have the potential to detect just a few copies of
the infectious agent. Considering the very high cost of the
equipment and the reagent kits the method is considered
unsuitable for large scale application in Pakistan. The cost can be
brought down by testing on pools of donor samples. But that
could jeopardise the sensitivity of the assay. The NAT may be
suitable for very large setups.
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Storage of Blood
The blood collected in CPDA-1 can be stored for up to 35 days
(shelf life) if it is kept at 2-4oC. The shelf life is critically dependent
on the temperature at which it is stored. Storage above 6oC is
inversely proportional to the shelf life of blood.
1. The blood should be stored in a well-controlled refrigerator
specifically meant for this purpose.
2. The storage unit should have a temperature recording
device and an alarm system. A close monitoring and
checking of the system integrity should be done at regular
intervals. A manual cross check of the temperature should
also be done at least once a day. The best practice would
be to check the temperature recordings at every morning
and evening.
3. In case of power breakdowns the temperature of the blood
bank refrigerator can rise. A short term rise in temperature
up to 10oC will only shorten the shelf life of the blood but
if the temperature rises to above 10oC for prolonged
interval the blood is likely to get haemolysed and become
unfit for transfusion.
4. The temperature of a small sized storage unit is likely to
rise more quickly than a large storage unit.
5. The blood bank refrigerator should always have an
alternate source of power supply like a generator or a sine
wave UPS. The power failures at unattended hours
especially during the night time are more dangerous as
these may go totally unnoticed. This can only be
safeguarded

by

a

loud

alarm

system,

temperature

recording device and an automatic generator back up.
6. The most dangerous scenario would be an unnoticed
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prolonged

power

breakdown

at

night

followed

by

restoration of the power and return of the refrigerator
temperature to 4oC the next morning. If a recording device
and alarm system are not working or the abnormal
recording is ignored for some reason the blood can get
haemolysed or even get issued for transfusion. This is why
it is important to regularly check the temperature
recordings every morning. It is also important to look for
any evidence of haemolysis in the blood bag before it is
issued.
7. The stored blood that has been exposed to temperature
above 10oC for more than 30 minutes should be discarded.
8. Blood given to the patients of thalassaemia should be as
fresh as is possible. The stored blood older than two weeks
is not suitable for thalassaemics. Such blood can be used
for other patients.

Grouping and cross match
Blood grouping can be done on a tile or in a test tube. The tile
method is quick but less sensitive. Some weak antigens like A2
and Rh Du may be missed on the tile.

ABO and Rh-D blood grouping
Tile method
The routine ABO grouping of donors and patients should include
the RBC (forward grouping) and serum (reverse grouping) tests,
each serving as a check on the other. The Rh-D grouping is done
only by the forward method because the natural Anti-D antibodies
do not exist. The procedure is based on the principle of
agglutination of antigen positive red cells in the presence of
antibody directed at the antigen.
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Procedure:
1. Take a clean tile and divide it into seven squares with
marker and label them as Anti-A, Anti-B, Anti-AB, Anti-D,
A-cells, B-cells and O-cells respectively.
2. Place two drops of Anti-A, Anti-B, Anti-AB, and Anti-D
reagent sera on the respective squares.
3. Place one drop each of a 40-50% suspension of group A, B
and O pooled cells in the squares labelled as A-cells, B-cells
and O-cells respectively.
4. Add one drop of 40-50% suspension of test red cells on
each of the squares containing the Anti-A, Anti-B, Anti-AB,
and Anti-D reagent sera.
5. Add two drops of the test serum on each of the squares
containing group A, B and O pooled cells.
6. Mix the cells and the serum in each square with a glass
rod, cleaning its tip thoroughly after mixing in each square
and spread the mixture over an area of approximately 2-3
cm.
7. Gently tilt the tile continuously for up to 2 minutes at room
temperature.
8. Note for the development or the absence of agglutination
in the squares and record the findings on a worksheet.
9. An auto control for testing the patient’s own cells and the
serum may be included to rule out a non-specific result due
to an auto-antibody in some patients.
10.Interpretation of the results is shown in table 13.1.

Tube method
The tube method of blood grouping is more sensitive than the tile
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method. It is especially suitable for the detection of weak antigens
like A2 and Du. The tube testing is also done by the forward (cell
grouping) and the reverse (serum grouping) methods.

Procedure
1. Take seven test tubes and label them as Anti-A, Anti-B,
Anti-AB, Anti-D, A-cells, B-cells and O-cells. An auto
control may also be included in the eighth tube to exclude
the possibility of false positive results due to an auto
antibody.

Table 13.1. Interpretation of the results of blood grouping.
Forward Grouping
Anti-A

Reverse Grouping

Blood
Group

Anti-B

Anti-AB

Anti-D

A-cells

B-cells

O-cells

+

0

+

+

0

+

0

A+

0

+

+

0

+

0

0

B-

+

+

+

+

0

0

0

AB+

0

0

0

+

+

+

0

O+

+ Agglutination, 0 No agglutination

2. Take two drops of Anti-A, Anti-B, Anti-AB, and Anti-D
reagent serum into the respective test tubes.
3. Take one drop of 2-5% suspension of group A, B and O
pooled cells into the test tubes labelled as A-cells, B-cells
and O-cells respectively.
4. Add one drop of 2-5% suspension of the test red cells into
each of the test tubes containing reagent Anti-A, Anti-B,
Anti-AB, Anti-D antisera and two drops of the test serum
into each of the test tubes containing group A, B and O
pooled cells.
5. Mix the contents of the test tubes gently and give a short
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spin at 3000 RPM for 15 seconds to speed up agglutination.
6. Re-suspend the red cell buttons by gently tapping the
tubes.
7. Read the results macroscopically for agglutination or
haemolysis.
8. Confirm all negative results by microscopy.
9. Grade and record the test results.

Interpretation
1. Agglutination or haemolysis of the red cells indicate a
positive result.
2. A smooth suspension of red cells in clear solution indicates
a negative result. The negative results should be checked
for agglutination under the microscope.
3. A negative result with the Anti-D serum may be further
tested with the antiglobulin serum to look for the Du
antigen.
4. Interpretation of the results is the same as for the tile
method except that haemolysis in a tube is also taken as
positive (Table 13.1).

Preparation of red cell suspension
1. Take about 1.0 ml of red cells in a test tube and wash these
three times with normal saline.
2. Add 9.5 ml of normal saline to 0.5 ml of the washed red
cell to make a 5% suspension.
3. Add 0.5 ml normal saline to 0.5 ml of the washed red
cells to make ~40% red cell suspension.
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Cross match
In a major cross match the donor red cells are tested against the
recipient’s serum. It is done to look for an unexpected antibody
in the recipient serum that may react against the donor red cells.
A positive result means that the blood cannot be transfused to
that particular recipient. Occasionally the recipient having an
atypical antibody may show incompatible results with several
donor bloods. In that case the least incompatible blood may have
to be transfused.
The cross match is done in three phases including an immediate
spin, saline or albumin phase, and an antiglobulin phase.

Immediate spin
1. Take two drops of recipient’s serum in a clean glass tube.
2. Add one drop of 5% suspension of donor red blood cells.
3. Mix the contents of the test tube gently and centrifuge at
3000 RPM for 15 seconds.
4. Re-suspend the cell button by gently tapping the tube.
5. The

presence

of

any

macroscopic

or

microscopic

agglutination or haemolysis indicates a positive result.
6. Grade and record the test results on a work sheet.

Saline phase
1. If the result of immediate spin is negative proceed to the
saline phase.
2. Add two drops of LISS or 22% bovine albumin. Mix the
contents and incubate at 370C for 10 minutes for LISS or
30 minutes for albumin.
3. Centrifuge the tube at 3000 RPM for 15 seconds.
4. Gently

re-suspend

the
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cell

button

and

examine
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macroscopically and microscopically for haemolysis and
agglutination.
5. Grade and record the test results on work sheet.

Anti-globulin phase
1. If the saline phase gives a negative result proceed to the
anti-globulin phase.
2. Wash the cells 3 times with normal saline. After final
washing, decant the supernatant completely.
3. Add two drops of anti-human globulin (Coombs) reagent.
4. Centrifuge the tube at 3000 RPM for 15 seconds.
5. Gently

re-suspend

the

cell

button

and

examine

macroscopically and microscopically for haemolysis and
agglutination.
6. Grade and record the test results on work sheet.

Interpretation
1. Agglutination or haemolysis in any of the three phases
indicates that the cross match is incompatible.
2. No agglutination or haemolysis in the three phases
indicates that the cross match is compatible.

Screening for antibodies
The multiply transfused patients of thalassaemia may develop
antibodies against minor blood group antigen like Rh, Kell, Duffy,
and Kidd. These antibodies can be detected by testing of the
patient’s serum against pooled O red cells.
1. Take two drops of patient’s serum in a clean glass tube.
2. Add one drop of 5% suspension of washed pooled O cells.
3. Add two drops of LISS or 22% bovine albumin. Mix the
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contents and incubate at 370C for 10 minutes for LISS or
30 minutes for albumin.
4. Centrifuge the tube at 3000 RPM for 15 seconds.
5. Gently

re-suspend

the

cell

button

and

examine

macroscopically and microscopically for haemolysis and
agglutination.
6. If no agglutination of haemolysis is observed proceed to
the anti-globulin phase.
7. Wash the cells 3 times with normal saline. After final
washing, decant the supernatant completely.
8. Add two drops of anti-human globulin (Coombs) reagent.
9. Centrifuge the tube at 3000 RPM for 15 seconds.
10.Gently

re-suspend

the

cell

button

and

examine

macroscopically and microscopically for haemolysis and
agglutination.
11.Agglutination or haemolysis indicates the presence of an
antibody.

Testing for specificity of the antibody
1. Once the presence of an antibody is confirmed the next
step is to identify the specificity of the antibody.
3. The specificity of the antibody is determined by testing the
patient’s serum against a commercial panel of red cells.

Preparation of packed cells
1. The blood should be collected in a double bag.
2. It should be process within six hours of collection.
3. The blood bank centrifuge is designed to accept only
equally weighing bags placed in the diagonally opposite
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buckets.
4. Weigh a bag of blood in a bucket. Weigh the second bag in
another bucket. Equalize the weights of the two bags with
pieces of rubber tubing.
5. Place the two equally weighing bags in the buckets at
diagonally opposite positions of the centrifuge.
6. The bags in the buckets should be placed parallel to the
direction of the spin (Figure 13.1).
7. Centrifuge the bags at 3500 rpm for 4 minutes at 40C.
8. A clear plasma should separate from the red cells in the
bag.
9. Keep the bag in the plasma extractor and transfer the
supernatant plasma to the satellite bag leaving behind 5060 ml of plasma in the red cells (Figure 13.2).
10.The final volume of the packed cells should be 290-340 ml.
11.Mix the contents of the two bags and separate them after
sealing the tubes.
12.The packed cells are stored at 2-6oC whereas the plasma
is kept frozen at -20oC.

Preparation of washed red cells
Many multiply transfused patients of thalassaemia develop post
transfusion fever due to the development of anti-leukocyte
antibodies. They may require washing of the blood to get rid of
the offending antibodies. The washing of red cells is done after
the unit is found to be compatible with the recipient.
1. Prepare the packed red cells as described above.
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Figure 13.1. Preparation of packed red cells. Each unit of blood is
placed in the bucket parallel to the direction of the spin.

Figure 13.2. Preparation of packed red cells. The blood bag is placed
in a plasma extractor and the plasma is transferred to the satellite bag.
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2. Completely remove the supernatant plasma.
3. Connect the bag with a sterile 0.9% saline bag using a
sterile transfusion set.
4. Introduce approximately 150 ml of sterile saline into the
packed cell bag.
5. Mix thoroughly and centrifuge.
6. Remove under aseptic conditions the supernatant saline
mixed with the residual plasma.
7. Twice repeat the washing with saline (total three times).
8. Leave about 25-30 ml saline with the red cells in the bag.
9.

Seal the washed red cells and store at 2-60C.

10. The washed red cells must be used within 12 hours of
washing because the CPDA-1 is washed during the
preparation. If not used within 12 hours the washed red
cells should be discarded.
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